DUAL VAC
Fire Sprinkler Vacuuum

The Dual-Vac is a new way to approach the old problem of removing water left in a piping system after draining, repairs and modifications become easier. When connected to piping the water distribution system becomes a vacuum system.

• Combines the benefits of a wet/dry vacuum and a submersible pump.
• Submersible pump and a series of floats will keep the canister empty.
• Designed to run unattended for 4-6 Hours
• 110 Volt A.C. 12 Amps
• Pumps 10 gallons at a time.
• 5 foot lift with vacuum, 15 foot lift with pump.

Floats within the Dual-Vac automatically turn on and off the water discharging submersible pump keeping the canister empty while pulling a constant vacuum into the pipe.

Applications
• Change all types of sprinkler heads
• Relocating drops for tenant improvements
• Modifying existing steel, plastic, copper systems
• Making repairs on a damaged or leaking system
• Removing water from pre-action or dry systems

Used as a pump for Anti-Freeze Solutions:
After water is remove from system, connect 3/4” water hose to sprinkler system, remove lid, pour in anti-freeze solution, replace lid, repeat as required.
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